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3d artist and illustrator
Jason McNamar

EDUCATION

VANCOUVER FILM SCHOOL
2007-2008
3D Animation and Visual FX
- Diploma in 3D animation and VFX with a focus on modeling and texturing.

Emily Carr University of Art and Design
2003-20062003-2006
BFA in Fine Arts
- Bachelor’s Degree in Fine Arts with a focus on drawing and painting.

Alberta College of Art and Design
2000-2003
Illustration
- Studied Communication design with a focus on illustration.

WORK EXPERIENCEWORK EXPERIENCE

ELECTRONIC ARTS CANADA    March 2011 - September 2011
Associate Artist
-NHL12: Helped to create and reine Jersey textures for select teams from OHL, WHL, AHL, QMJHL
-FIFA 12:( NG and CG platforms): Helped to create and reine Uniforms (Kits) for a vast number of teams 
within the FIFA team roster. Duties also included getting new team members integrated into the kit 
production pipeline and help set up software needed for artists to begin production.

ELECTRONIC ARTS CANADA    April 2010 - August 2010ELECTRONIC ARTS CANADA    April 2010 - August 2010
Assistant  Modeler
-FIFA 11 for the Nintedo Wii: Worked with a small team to create character heads for Nintendo’s version 
of FIFA 11.
-FIFA 11 for Xbox and Playstation: Helped to create and reine Uniforms (Kits) for a vast number of teams 
within the FIFA team roster.

Objective

To join a creative and highly passionate team as a modeler/texture artist and help bring new ideas, 
concepts and creative ideas to life.
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WORK EXPERIENCE

NERDCORPS ENTERTAINMENT    October 2009 - April 2010
Modeling PA
-Hot Wheels Battle Force 5: Modeled, rigged and textured Creatures, Environments and Props for the inal 
episodes of season one.
-League of Super Evil: Modeled, rigged and textured characters, environments and props for the second 
season of L.O.S.E. Other duties included render pass set up for all production assets and perform layoutseason of L.O.S.E. Other duties included render pass set up for all production assets and perform layout
 and model modiications as instructed by the director and lead modeler on production.

Qualifications

-Excellent illustration and painting skills
-high and low poly organic and hard surface modeling
-Photo realistic and stylized texture creation
-Organic and hard surface modeling
-Eficient UV Unwrapping-Eficient UV Unwrapping

Software Knowledge

-Pixologic Zbrush
-Autodesk Maya
-Autodesk Softimage/XSI
-Autodesk Mudbox
-Adobe Photoshop
-Adobe After Effects-Adobe After Effects
-Adobe Premier
-Headus UV Layout

References

Available upon request
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